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RE: Business Review Request from the ecoHair Braiders Association
Dear Ms. Jarrett:
This letter responds to your request, on behalf of the ecoHair Braiders Association
(“ecoHair”), for the issuance of a business review letter under the Department of Justice’s
Business Review Procedure, 28 C.F.R. §50.6.1 Specifically, the Department understands that
your request is made under the expedited, temporary review procedure as detailed in the Joint
Antitrust Statement Regarding COVID-19 dated March 2020 (“Joint Statement”). 2 Based on the
information and representations you have provided, the Department has no present intention to
challenge the Proposed Conduct. Pursuant to the Joint Statement, the Department’s statement of
its current enforcement intentions as set out in this letter will be in effect for one year from the
date of this letter.
We understand that ecoHair is a voluntary membership association that provides trainings
and support to individual hair braiders, hair braiding schools, and salons.3 You have represented
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that ecoHair’s approximately 350 members make up fewer than 10% of hair braiders in
Minnesota and fewer than 1% of hair braiders in any other state. You also indicate that hair
braiders, like many small businesses across America, have been severely impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic and measures to mitigate its spread. Moreover, hair braiding can pose
unique risks for customers and braiders because it often involves several different people
working simultaneously on the same customer for prolonged periods of time.
ecoHair proposes to help hair braiders address these challenges in three ways
(collectively, the “Proposed Conduct”).4 First, ecoHair will provide hair braiders with guidance
about offering their services in compliance with federal, state, and local health guidance. 5
For example, ecoHair will encourage braiders to “report [if] they are sick or experiencing
symptoms while at work to the [CDC’s] COVID-19 hotline” and “implement[] leave policies
that promote hair braiders staying at home when they are sick.” 6 You have represented that these
recommendations are voluntary, meaning that ecoHair will not require members to follow them
or punish those who decline to do so. Instead, individual hair braiders or their salons will decide
how and whether to enforce these policies. 7 Second, ecoHair will offer “[o]nline educational
programs” to teach hair braiders about rules affecting how and whether they can re-open their
salons or shops.8 Finally, ecoHair intends to hold “virtual interactive question and answer[]”
sessions with hair braiders. 9 You have represented that these sessions will not involve the
exchange of any competitively sensitive information, e.g., price, capacity, output, or
competitively sensitive customer information. Instead, these conversations will be focused on
informing hair braiders about where they can access face masks or other resources and
equipment.
On the basis of the information and representations you provided to the Department, it
appears that the Proposed Conduct does not raise concerns under the federal antitrust laws.10
In particular, the Proposed Conduct seems unlikely to “limit independent decision making” or
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"reduce [hair braiders'] ability or incentive to compete independently." 11 Moreover, while
eco-Hair's guidelines reflect that, as a result of the pandemic, hair braiders may reduce output in
the short term, e.g., by offering fewer appointments so that hair braiders in the same salon can
remain socially distanced from each other, following the guidelines could also help them remain
open while it may not be possible or safe to offer norma l service. Additionally, while hair
braiders exchanging information among themselves could raise concerns under certain
circumstances, based on your representations this exchange does not involve competitively
sensitive information and so it seems unlikely to facilitate "explicit or tacit collusion." 12 Finally,
the Proposed Conduct may provide significant procompetitive benefits to consumers by allowing
more hair braiders to re-open sooner and more safely, ultimately increasing output and
competition. In accordance with usual practice, however, the Department reserves the right to
bring an enforcement action in the future if the Proposed Conduct proves to be anticompetitive in
purpose or effect.
This letter expresses the Department's current enforcement inte ntions with respect to the
federal antitrust laws only and is predicated on the accuracy of the information and
representations you have made to us. The letter also reflects the outcome of an expedited,
temporary review procedure that is necessarily less thorough than ordinary business review
procedures and should not be interpreted as applying to any matter other than the Proposed
Conduct as it re lates strictly to, or arises directly out of, the COVID-19 pandemic.
T his lette r is made in accordance with the Department's Business Review Procedure, 28
U.S.C. § 50.6, and subject to the limitations and reservations of rights therein. Pursuant to its
te rms, your business review request and this letter will be made publicly available immediately,
and any supporting data you have submitted will be made publicly available within thirty days of
the date of this letter, unless you request that part of the material be withheld in accordance with
paragraph 10(c) of the Business Review Procedure.

Makan Delrahim
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